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1. Description of the project

The Project

Global Education without borders is a 3 years program, bringing together organisations and 
multipliers from six Central‐ and Eastern European countries: Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, 
Greece, Hungary and Romania to build up a network for exchange of materials,good practice and 
strategies on Global Education.

The International Seminar

The international seminar „Global Education and Adult Learning: What Can Global Education Offer to 
Adults?“ brought together participants from 6 countries to focus on the concept of global education and 
explore the possibilities of global education in adult learning. The seminar included inputs from experts, 
workshops, discussions as well as space for sharing experience, lessons learned and examples of good 
practice. The workshops aimed to provide practical examples of various projects, case studies and initiatives 
that can serve as inspiration for including global education in adult learning. 

What is global education?

Global Education is an educational perspective which arises from the fact that contemporary 
people live and interact in an increasingly globalized world. This makes it crucial for education to 
give learners the opportunity and competences to reflect and share their own point of view and 
role within a global society, as well as to understand and discuss complex relationships of common 
social, ecological, political and economic issues, so as to derive new ways of thinking and acting.

For more information go to http://www.glob-edu.net/news/.

http://www.glob-edu.net/news/
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2. Programme                                                                                                                              

Saturday 15th September
 Arrival
 Opening the seminar and introduction

Sunday 16th September
 Global Education and Adult Learning – key note speech

(Liam Wegimont, Ireland)
 Parallel workshops

Peace Education after the Apartheid (Simanga Sithebe, South Africa)
Global Generation (Renate Sova, Austria)

Monday 17th September
 World Café
 Parallel workshops

Social Media in Adult Education 
Coca-colonisation
Fair Trade Towns – entry points for Global Education?

 Walking discussion
 Idea Hatchery

Tuesday 18th September
 Evaluation
 Planning in national teams
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3. Global Education and Adult Learning (Liam Wegimont)

What do we need to know?
How does the world challenge us to learn?

What in the world can we change?

My Own Story  - Teacher, Youth Worker, Education Policy, International Policy, School Headmaster, 
Policy Advisor (GENE), Researcher. Parent, Gardener, Dubliner.

Education, Teaching, Learning.

The World, People, The Future.

Justice, Equality, Human Rights, Sustainability.

Sharing our stories of education and learning

Best teacher I ever had.

Enlightening moment – learnt from experience.

Occasion when learning occurred in a group.

Most interesting process of self-directed learning.  

Life-changing learning experience.

Fondly remembered teaching/learning moment.

Adult?

ADULT= Not a child. 

ADULT= Age of consent (Fight, sex, drink, vote).

ADULT= Pornography.
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________________________________________________________________________________
Adult

Responsible

Experienced

Knowledgeable

“what makes educators presume that learners don’t always already know….” P. Freire

Autonomous

Engaged in the world 

„Civil society is another name for us“.

Global Education

“Global Education is Education that opens peoples eyes and minds to the realities of the world, 
and awakens them to bring about a world of greater justice, equity and human rights for all”. 

Global education includes

Education for Global Citizenship

Development Education

Human Rights Education

Environmental Education

Education for Sustainability

Intercultural Education

Peace Education

Cosmopolitan Education 
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________________________________________________________________________________
Global Education is...

An educational response to the realities of a globalising world;

A necessity in an age of globalisation;

An antidote to the globalisation and commoditisation of education;

A curricular prerogative – education that is not GE is not really education…

Global Education is not...

Not neutral;

Not a political agenda;

Not GERM (Global Education Reform Movement – OECD, WB, etc) – on the contrary;

NOT pro-globalisation;

Not necessarily (but often has to be) anti-globalisation.

Global Education is how we teach and learn

Recognises that the structures of society are replicated in educational processes; 

Attempts to model a more just and equal distribution of power/knowledge relations;

Committed to participatory processes and experiential forms of learning;

Includes reflection and action; but action chosen in an educational setting (Freedom!)

GE in formal education – access for all to quality GE; 

Global Education and Non-Formal Education

GE in non-formal education (youth work, trade unions, adult ed., etc) recognises that the 
structures of organisations, and participation in change within these structures, is microcosmic for, 
and a hothouse for, participation in change in society.   
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________________________________________________________________________________
Global Education is about what we learn….. 

….and about what we need to learn in a diverse, beautiful, fecund, harmonious, unequal, 
threatened, divided world. 

“What does the world challenge us to know and to learn?” (H.Hartmeyer)

What do we need to know, what do adults need to learn?

What does the world challenge us to learn?

Pace of Change

Economic Challenges

Equity and Equality

Global Divides

Uncertainty

Ethical Constraints

Global Education

8 themes:

Diversity, human rights, sustainable development, identity, globalisation, distribution, peace and 
conflict, global involvement

Global Development Education CZ

“Global Development Education helps students reach an understanding of contemporary problems 
involving…global changes in contemporary society, poverty, migration or differences between 
various cultures and religions. It deepens an understanding of their connections and helps in 
finding possibilities for their solutions…(and involves) active involvement of students in the 
learning process“...
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________________________________________________________________________________
At the heart of Global Learning

An active learning process;

A justice commitment;

A local-global perspective

Action in favour of a better world

Humility – the future cannot be forecast; learners know more/teachers as leading co-learners; an 
open-ended horizon of possibility.  

10 challenges for 2050

Equality Religious Tolerance Food and Hunger Water Health

Human Rights Wars Population growth Global Warming Desertification

Reasons to be cheerful

Occupy

The Spirit Level, The cost of Inequality

IMF, WB vs Global Social Movements; for every Davos there is a Porto Allegre, for every Nestle 
there is a NaZemi; 

CSR, Fast Company…

Global Education - 8 dimensions 

An Anthropology – What it means to be human…

An Epistemology – Our understanding of knowledge…  

An Ontology – how we understand human being and becoming… 

A Sociology – understand the nature of society, and of social change, and of the role of education 
in social change
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________________________________________________________________________________
Theory of action – how people act, and how action effects the world and learning;

Theory of learning – how and why people learn;

Adequate understanding of Curriculum – the principles by which we chose what people learn.

Less ideologically chosen Pedagogy – a clearer understanding of how we chose the ways in which 
we structure learning events

In conclusion

„My heart is hurt by all I cannot save. So much has been destroyed. …And still…I have to cast my 
lot with those who, age after age, and with no extraordinary power, reconstitute the world. „

Adrienne Rich, The Dream of a common Language

“To be dead is to stop believing in the masterpieces we will create tomorrow”.

Patrick Kavanagh, self portrait.

________________________________________________________________________________
Contact
Liam Wegimont: liam.wegimont@gmail.com

mailto:liam.wegimont@gmail.com
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4. Sunday – parallel workshops

4.1 Peace Education after the Apartheid (Simanga Sithebe, South Africa)

Time Activity duration
14h00 Opening and Exercise 35
14h35 Input 35
15h10 Questions and sharing session 10
15h20 Wrapping up and closure 10
15h30 Tea / coffee break

Simanga Sithebe

KwaZulu-Natal, South 
Africa
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________________________________________________________________________________
Apartheid

Policy of government based on discrimination and segregation racially

White

Indians (Asians)

Coloureds

Blacks (Africans)

Laws
Land Act, Group Areas’ Act, Pass law, Education – Bantu Education, Immorality act, Bantustan, 
Terrorism Act

Aim

Deny the majority the opportunity to live free, together, Happy and well with dignity in their own 
country

Adult education needs to

Be relevant

Respond to current concerns and issues facing the participant

Work out of the experience of the Adult

Adults bring worth of lived experiences

Improve, lead to CHANGE

Take a side … partial

Definition

Education for liberation

Education for transformation

Education for Self-reliance
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Influences

Paulo Freire, Steve Biko

Conscientisation

Dialogue of equals

Problem posing education

Black people will free themselves

Approach

Adults are experienced

Work with that experience

Value participation and inclusion

Use of generative themes

Use of critical questions

Context analysis

Solutions emerge from the dialogue
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________________________________________________________________________________
Implications

The dignity of the majority still not well respected

Few have benefited from the removal of Apartheid 

The rainbow is fading away with a dark cloud building!

The country is on an ‘unrest time bomb’

Peace is compromised

The new role of Peace education ‘if you want peace work for justice’ 

Continue social transformation agenda

Focus on Economic justice

Race and class struggle

Strong on rights education

Raise awareness on legal framework available and support communities to claim their rights

Get back to self-reliance

Resuscitate activism and citizen participation

What we do -  we work with:

Leadership in communities

Young men and women

Set-up and build united community voice through community based organisations

Train and support CB activists and care workers

Work with children and households

We establish links with high authorities
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________________________________________________________________________________

NELSON MANDELA, AT HIS INAUGURATION AS PRESIDENT OF THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF 
SOUTH AFRICA:

„Our daily deeds as ordinary South Africans must produce an actual South African reality that will  
reinforce humanity's belief in justice, strengthen its confidence in the nobility of the human soul  
and sustain all our hopes for a glorious life for all.“

Quote continue

We thank all our distinguished international guests for having come ... 

We trust that you will continue to stand by us as we tackle the challenges of building peace,  
prosperity, non-sexism, non-racialism and democracy. 

We have, at last, achieved our political emancipation. We pledge ourselves to liberate all our  
people from the continuing bondage of poverty, deprivation, suffering, gender and other 
discrimination.

Never, never and never again shall it be that this beautiful land will again experience the 
oppression of one by another and suffer the indignity of being the skunk of the world. 

For our Elders like Former President Mandela, we can not allow South African to again ‘suffer the 
indignity’ and it starts with respecting every citizen's dignity.

Thank you very much!
Ngiyabonga kakhulu!

For more information about the work of Sinani go to:
http://www.survivors.org.za/ 

________________________________________________________________________________
Contact
Simanga Sithebe: simangapsv@iafrica.com

mailto:simangapsv@iafrica.com
http://www.survivors.org.za/
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4.2 Global Generation (Renate Sova, Austria)

Global Education for the Elderly
2010-2012

Team in Austria: Andrea Sommerauer (Coordination)
Susanne Loher, Andrea Streibl/Carina Kerle

3 Workshops (á 5 x 3 Tage)

2 x 3 Trainings for Multipliers

18 Events (6 per year)

Exhibition (10 Präsentations)

WORKSHOPS

2010 in Innsbruck (6 Participants)

2011 in Puchberg/Wels(23 Participants)

2012 in Batschuns/Vbg (13 Participants)
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________________________________________________________________________________

TRAININGS FOR MULTIPLIERS

2010/11: 

Bildungshaus Puchberg (12.-14.10.10, 60 Participants)

Haus der Frau (12.-13.11.10 canceled)

Volkshochschule Linz (19.11.10 + 21.1.11., canceled)

Volkshochschule Feldkirch (6.-7.5.11, canceled)

2012:

Bildungshaus Puchberg (17.-18.2.12, 60 Participants)

Diözesanzentrum Regensburg (28.2.12, canceled)

BIFEB, Strobl (16.-18.4.12, 15 Participants)

Europahaus Wien ÖJAB SeniorInnen und Generationen (23.4.12, 20 Participants)

EVENTS
2010
Pfarrsaal Bludenz, fair consumption (11.10.10)
Haus der Begegnung Innsbruck, South Africa (20.10.10.)
Evangelische Pfarre Bregenz, fair comsumption (21.10.10)

2011
Stadtpfarre Linz, clean clothes (15.3.11)
Inatura Dornbirn, Weltladentag, clean clothes (18.3.11)
Katholisches Bildungswerk Dornbirn, fair consumption (21.3.11)
Bildungshaus Puchberg, migration (10.5.2011)
Bildungshaus Puchberg, South Africa (13.9.11)
Museum Grünes Haus, Reutte, clean clothes (6.10.11)
Foyer der Nord-Süd-Bibliothek Südwind Tirol, land grabbing (20.10.11)

2012
Casa Latina, Götzis, Exhibition Opening (9.1.12)
Bildungshaus Karres, fair consumption (27.3.12)
Kultursaal Hohenems, Presentation Book „Dorthin kann ich nicht zurück“ (15.3.2012)
Kulturbackstube „Die Bäckerei“ Innsbruck, Presentation Book (14.6.2012)
Opening of the exhibition „Lebenslinien“ (6.10.2012 planed)
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________________________________________________________________________________

EXHIBITION

Bildungshaus Puchberg, Wels (37./38. KW 11)

Casa Latina, Götzis (9.-14.1.12)

Diözesanzentrum Regensburg (23.1.-10.2.12)

Bildungshaus Karres (21.-30.3.12)

BIFEP (14.-16.4.12)

Tagungshaus Wörgl (10.-16.5.12)

Wissensturm Linz (24.5 -12.8.2012)

Bildungshaus Batschuns (Oktober 12)

Arbeitsmuseum Steyr (6.10.-16.12.12)

TEACHING MATERIAL

Website: www.global-generation.org

Issues: Migration, Generations,  Partizipation

More information about the project can be found on the project website (in English, German and 
Hungarian): 
http://www.global-generation.org/en/ 

________________________________________________________________________________
Contact
Renate Sova: renatesova@twinsolutions.at

mailto:renatesova@twinsolutions.at
http://www.global-generation.org/en/
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5. Monday – parallel workshops

5.1 Social Media (Sofia Papadimitriou)

mailto:sofipapadi@gmail.com
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________________________________________________________________________________
Useful links

The open university: http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/ 
TED Ideas worth spreading: www.ted.com
Europeana: http://www.europeana.eu/portal/ 
World Mapper: www.worldmapper.org
Khan Academy: www.khanacademy.org
MOOCS: https://www.coursera.org/ 

________________________________________________________________________________
Contact
Sofia Papadimitriou: sofipapadi@gmail.com

5.2 Coca-colonisation

In case you wish to receive a full methodology of the workshop please write to Kristyna Hrubanova 
kristyna.hrubanova@nazemi.cz.

________________________________________________________________________________
Contact
Eva Malířová: eva.malirova@nazemi.cz

mailto:kristyna.hrubanova@nazemi.cz
https://www.coursera.org/
http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/
mailto:eva.malirova@nazemi.cz
mailto:sofipapadi@gmail.com
http://www.khanacademy.org/
http://www.worldmapper.org/
http://www.ted.com/
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5.3 Fair Trade Towns – entry points for global education?
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________________________________________________________________________________
Outcomes of group discussions:
How could we use the concept of Fair Trade Towns as an entry point of global education?

Group 1:
projection of videos aimed at general public – with cooperation with town halls
FT breakfast happenings and similar events
preassure on cafés and shops
FT coffee vending machines – also at universities
online promotion – QR codes, web pages, FB groups

Group 2:
Where? 
FT coffee shops, shops, supermarkets, restaurants
schools, universities, churches, sanatories, hospitals
open public spaces – parks, streets, squares; libraries, town halls
Who?
NGOS, City Halls, Universities, local people, teachers, trainers
Target group
people of the town + visitors
Methods
study visits
social – local media
photo exhibition – e.g in place like hospitals, supermarkets, town halls
shopping guides
mouth to mouth
posters – individual story of products

Group 3:
libraries, communities – cultural centres
workshops – events for farmers, consumers
D2D „campaign“ - informative + educative (in small towns)
take advantage of other public events – e.g. town festivals, music festivals
schools – FT educational visits, excursions
Fair Trade fairy tale
connect support of FT with support of local products

More information about Fair Trade Towns in The Czech republic:
http://www.fairtradovamesta.cz/english 

________________________________________________________________________________
Contact
Stanislav Komínek: stanislav.kominek@nazemi.cz

mailto:stanislav.kominek@nazemi.cz
http://www.fairtradovamesta.cz/english
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6. World Café

Seven questions related to adult learning and global education were discussed and the answers 
were noted on flipchart papers – you can find them transcribed below.

Who provides adult education?
Universities, schools
professional centres
cummunity centres
language schools
NGOs
libraries
state programs
folk high schools
unemployment centres
mass media (documentary film festivals, TV, written press)
cultural institutions
travel agencies
video games
teambuildings
web platforms
e-learning courses

What are specific target groups of adult education?
corporate people
general public
civil servants
women
unemployed
immigrants
teachers
Roma 
minorities (religion)
special needs
seniors
prisoners
illiterate
parents
single parents
professionals
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________________________________________________________________________________
What are the strong and weak points of adult education system of your country?
+
structure on different level – local – national level
private sector (companies) that provide adult education 
Romania developed in requalification for adults
Greece, Romania – system for certifying requalification
NGOs that provide courses on cultural, artistic topics
development of social economy
community educational centres in districts
community ducation x individual
state fund for requalifications
-
financial constraints
too many responsibilities for the municipalities in charge
structure is not developed
lack of info about existing possibilities
requalification can be expensive (CZ, HU, RO)
challenge for people with special needs
numbers of university students not balanced with what is necessary for labour market
people are forced into further education
non-formal education is not acknowledged

What is the best example of adult education you have ever heard of?
Open university http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/ 
Community project: people teach the skill they have
Polish project - „silicon valley“ - IT project connected with agricultural activities
Brno LETS system – local exchange trading system, space for meeting and sharing
youtube
MIT open courseware http://ocw.mit.edu/index.htm 
participatory video workshop for marginalised groups  that aims to empower and give voice to the 
participants
peoples universities in Scandinavian countries 
Global libraries
Text to speech programme 
OER http://www.oercommons.org/ 

What are the possible entry points for GE in existing systems of adult education?
Libraries (courses for librarians)
trainings for politicians
ICT + languages
teachers – they come to workshops
unemployed – GE linked topics in courses
workplace education – art, sof-skills, multicultural education, work exchange
church, charity – courses for migrants
language teaching

http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/
http://www.oercommons.org/
http://ocw.mit.edu/index.htm
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re-training (requalification)
tourism – agrotourism, ethical tourism (also educating the providers)
info campaigns – supermarkets, public spaces

Why should global education be included in adult education?
to develop social competences
to combine the profession with global dimension (e.g. global story behind food for cooks)
sharing problems and solutions = global links (e.g. for trade unions)
within institutions to change the practise (companies, local authorities)
general knowledge
to reduce fear of the unknown
it is a need in today's world – brings competences needed for the job market
to learn to read the world
to make people engaged with public issues 
responsibility for global issues is on adults actually, as they act!
to acknowledge your role in the world – your actions have impact
personal development
empowerment to act – and stand up for your values (also in your job!)
it would narrow the generation gap between adults and their children, because children are 
already doing global education at school
because adults transmit all their knowledge to their children and children are more likely to learn 
from their parents
today's adults can be tomorrow's decision makers on global issues

What are the existing possibilities of financing adult education?
EU – Gruntwig, ESF, private sector, foundations (Open Society Fund, Visegrad fund)
employers
state programmes focused on unemployed
family funds
create a positive „mafia“ or „brothers and sisters association“
CSR of companies, joint ventures
social enterprises, social economy
municipalities
barter system – exchange food, services, Time Bank – USA, LET Systems
universities
EVS – volunteering systems
life experience – gap years
state programmes
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7. Idea Hatchery
For this part of the programme, the open space methodology was used to discuss issues and ideas 
that arose during the seminar. You can find the brief notes from the discussions below.

Question: Is global education political?
Author: Eugenia 
Participants: Gregorios, Balazs, Zbyněk

Key/interesting ideas:
By definition, GE is political
Politics is about the administration of the life of the society.
Politics is related to power.
GE questions – critical thinking – is the heart of democracy – freedom of expression

Answer:
Yes, it is highly political.

Questions which arised or remained without answer:
Are we aware of the political nature of GE?
What are the implications?

Question: What's next?
Author: Andrei
Participants: Franz, Kremena, Mikaela, Adela, Sofia, Mihai, Julia

Key/interesting ideas:
Follow- up of this project – e.g new project that comes out of a seminar for youth-workers.
Consider national context when thinking about new joint projects based on the knowledge/info 
shared within this project.
Projects with target group: adults

Answer:
follow-up – focus on materials for dissemination at national level
include Trainings of trainers – teachers 
network of resource centres on global learning (Austria as good practise); include 
southern/eastern resource centres in terms of sharing

Questions which arised or remained without answer:
Which target groups we do work with?
-adults
-teenagers
-local community
-students
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________________________________________________________________________________
Question: What are the guidelines for empowering citizens to organize GE related community 
action
Author: Beáta
Participants: Melanie, Katalin, Zsuzsanna, Astrid, Terka, Judit

Key/interesting ideas:
needs analysis – social media, people, theory
create a cookbook guidelines - „how to make your town stunning“

 GE incorporated on pragmatic level but not in the title and first plan
 social emphasis embeded

seminars, youtube video channel, excursions

Answer:
introducing GE in second plan
on mass level
in pragmatic projects solving actual problems of the community

Questions which arised or remained without answer:
how to:
finance, in order to make it significant and not spoil the nature of the project 
make it sustainable
get expert consulting (end where)

Question: What are the sources and target groups of GE in private sector?
Author: Kamil
Participants: Katja, Silvina, Silva, Anca, Roxana, Kristýna, Katarina, Jan, Hana

Key/interesting ideas:
small companies – easier to change
companies that do CSR – have budget
focus on: what they lack inside, what are their problems...(individual projects)
trainings make employees loyal
adults like icebreakers, involve „actors“

Answer:
focus on: teambuildings, civil servants, HR/PR management – use „elevator method“ - explain 
what you want in 30 seconds
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7. Evaluation - national presentations

Each national team discussed and answered the following question:

After the seminar, what can we do
a) individually ?
b) together ?

Romania
individually
- keep in touch
- use some of the methods in daily work
- come up with ideas on GE and then try to develop them either in our NGOs or through 
(inter)national partnerships
- broaden the horizons of our colleagues and friends
- disseminate project outcomes to other NGOs

together
- new partnerships (cooking sessions etc.) 
- formal networking (e-mailing, on-line communication)
- organise common events (Peace Day, Earth Day, Anti-poverty Day...)
- provide support, consultancy, exchange between ourselves
- research on GE issues
- ONE World festival
- new projects – photo exhibition

Hungary
individually
- use alternative resources (people) and sources (money)
- world café and other interactive methods
- use social media
- the need of extending our knowledge and active search for related topics
- put GE element into existing curricula 
- share the report in seminar with colleagues 

together
- more seinars on national level
- go for a beer
- use the resource centre of Anthropolis
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________________________________________________________________________________
Czech Republic
individually
- use the methodologies
- incorporate GE into the curricula of the materials produced by our organisations

together
- incorporating GE into Slow Food trainings (cooks and farmers)
- „Save the village project“
- seminars for soft skills trainers and companies as a follow-up of this seminar

Austria
- including GE in existing courses is an option!
- develop an Institute for Global Learning for adults in Austria (vision :-)
- develop training courses for elderly people on GE 
- national seminars on folk-highschools

Bulgaria
individually
- training programme for teachers – GE incorporated
- workshops for clients

together
- GE incorporated in the list of training programmes
- workshops for youth in community centres
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11. Photos
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11. Contacts

For further information or in case you want to recieve full versions of the presentations included in 
the report please contact Kristyna Hrubanova: kristyna.hrubanova@nazemi.cz

NaZemi 
Kounicova 42 
602 00 Brno
Czech Republic
www.nazemi.cz

http://www.glob-edu.net/news/     

This document has been produced with the assistance of the European Union and the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic. The contents of this publication are the sole responsibility of 
NaZemi – společnost pro fair trade and can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the European 
Union.

http://www.glob-edu.net/news/
http://www.nazemi.cz/
mailto:kristyna.hrubanova@nazemi.cz

